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paroxysm of the fever is expected, then increased again to the 3-grain
ones, and continued as described to next paroxysm.
During the premonitory or cold stage of West Indian fevers we ad-

minister quinine with pure capsicum properly diluted, and it often
lessens or entirely cuts off the succeeding hot stage; we call it the " an-
ticipating draught." It is not however all malarial fevers that have a
decided cold stage, and this, as described by " Daers," is a form I have
frequently noticed.

NOTES. LETTERS, Etc.

DURIN-G 1891 no fewer than 2,951 petitions, bearing 90,661 signatures,
praying for the repeal of the existing vaccination law, were addressed
to the Germani Reichstag.

DR. JOHN A. WALLIS LANCASTER (County Asylum, Whittinghallm, Preston)
is desirous of obtaining the following copies of the BRITISH MEDICAL
JOURNAL to complete the set in the Reference Library of that institu-
tion:-1880: 1015, 1026; 1881:1061, 1062; 1882: 1110, 1131, 1147: 1f83: 1159,
1173; 1884: 1218; T88-5: 1253, 12-54, 1255, 1259, 1266; 1886: 1317, 1318, 1330,
1345; 1887: 1369, 1383, 1397; 1888: 1420, 1449, 1451; 1889: 1462, 1463, 1464,
1465, 1467, 1468, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1477, 1478, 1479, 1481, 1497, 1498.

FEMALE PHARMACISTS IN BELGIUM.
DURING the last ten years seventeen women have passed the qualifying
examination at the University of Brussels and obtained the licence to
practise as pharmacists; sixteen of them are now actively engaged in
the pursuit of that profession.

THE NEW "WATER CURE."
THE Lower Austrian Sanitary Council, having been consulted by the
Government as to the propriety of granting permission for the openin
of a special establishment in which Pfarrer Kneipp's much-vaunted
system of " water cure "-an account of which was given in the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL of October 17th, 1I91- can be cariied out, has advised
that the permission asked for should not be granted, inasmuch as the
system of treatment in question is destitute of scientific foundation.

THE CARPENTER AND DUKES FUND.
THE following additional subscriptions have been received:

£ s. d. £ s. d.
Drs. Bowers andNorton... 2 2 0 Mr. Major ... . .. ... 1 1 o
Dr. Neale ... ... ...0 10 6 Surgeon-Major Poole ... 0 10 0
Drs. Ord, Harrisoni, and Dr. Green ... ... ... 0 10 6
Burgess ... ... ... 3 3 0 Mr. H. A. Cleaver ... ...2 2 0

Dr. Rand ... ... ...2 2 0 oMr. S. Buelo Mosquila ... 0 lo 6
Mr. Wilson ... ... ...2 2 0
CroydonI. W. F. COLES, Treasurer.

THE TITLE OF " DR."
M.D. writes: I maintain that only graduates of universities are legally
and justly entitled to style theinselves "Dr." Members of colleges have
no degree, but receive a qualification entitling them to practise. If
they wish the higher honour let them pay the higher fee and graduate
at a university. If not, no injustice is done, as they know the rights
and privileges of a college before entering it. 1 therefore trust that
the universities will take some steps to see that their interests are
protected and the standard of education maintained.

MEDICAL TITLES.
ONE OF THE SIX writes: In the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of December
26th last, " Hospital" asks: 1. Can aM.R.C.S.Eng. and L.A.H. call and
designate himself a physician ? 2. Can M.D.Aberd. do the same? Per-
mit me to put a simni 1ar question concerning the same persons. A.
is M.D.Aberd., B. is M.R C.d.Eng. and L.A.H. A. is honorary surgeon
to an infirmary; B. applies for post of honorary physician to same.
The by-law of the infirmary is that each member of its staff shall be
"registered to practise both in medicine and'surgerv." A., who desires
the post for. himself, gives out that B. is not qualified for it. All B.'s
colleagues in the same town. six in number, certify to the contrary,
and B. is elected. ls A.'s conduct justifiable ?

GERMAN UNIVERSITIES AND FEMALE STUDENTS.
THE persevering ladies who have so long battered the gates of the German
universities with prayers for admission seem at last to be making some
impression on the academic Cerberi who have hitherto resolutely
opposed their entrance. Leipzig has been the first to give way, and
some twenty female students. mostly English and American, are now
attending lectures in that university. They are not yet admitted on an
equal footing with the male students as they pay no fees and must
personally obtain permissicn from the p1 ofessor before they can attend
any course of lectures. It is to be hoped that the deprivation of the
privilege of paying for their education will not he resented bv the
advocates of women's rights as an additional insult to their down-
trodden sex.

THE PREVENTION OF INFLUENZA.
DR. FREDERICK ST. GEORGE MIVART (Nice) writes: I think Dr. Cory's
letter raises an interesting point, though it may be going too far to
consider a few drops of glycerine of carbolic acid upon the handker-
chief as a prophylactic. The idea takes us back very far-to the times
when camphor or even various spices were carried about in the hand
as protection against pestilence. I think that the efficacy of carbolic
acid and such-like germicides as checks to the spread of Infection in
influenza may be more readily and advantageously tested by vapori-
sation.
The preparation I have tried-but in presence of only a limited num-

ber of typical cases-has been the "cresolene " prepared by Messrs.
Allen and Ianhurys, who also furnish a handy little spirit lamp ahc

dish by which a small quantity of the liquid may be slowly vaporised.
Ot course post hoc is not, ergo propter. I limit myself to the statement of
the fact that in those instances where I thoroughly fumigated the house
with the vapour of cresclene no fresh cases occurred. The use of this
or kindred preparations might be worthy of trial, and it would be in-
teresting to lhear the results. I am sure the idea is not a new one,
though I do not happen to have seen it already referred to anywhere
before I read Dr. Cory's letter.
By the way, I have seeni very fewv, if any, repor ts of po8t-mortem exami-

nations in cases of influenza Is there not some relationship between
influenza and epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis, in which latter
disease it is stated by some that there is a marked tendency to pneu-
monia ?

PRIZES OF THE ACADFMIE DES SCIENCES.
AMONG the prizes awarded by the Acad6mie des Sciences for the year

1891 are the following: The Montyon Prize in Medicine and Surgery
(£300) has been equally divided between Dr. Dastre for his "Treatise on
Anaesthesia," Dr. Duroziez for his "Clinical Treatise on Diseases of the
Heart," and Professor Lannelongue for his numerous monographs,
especially his "Congenital Affections." The Barbier Prize (280) has
been awarded to Dr. Tscherning, of Paris, for his work " On the Crystal-
line Lens of the Human Eye." The Godard Prize (£40) has been awarded
to Dr. Poirier, of Paris, for his researches on the lymphatics of the
female genital organs. The Chaussier Prize (400) has been awarded to
Professor Brouardel " for 1 is works on forensic medicine and hygiene
published during the last four years, and especially for the direction
which for fourteen years he has given to the study and practice of
forensic medicine in France." The Bellion Prize (256) has been
divided between Dr. Carlier for a work showing the effect on the
hlysique of young soldiers of the system of education pursued in the

schools for soldiers' children at Montreuil-sur-Mer and St. Hippolyte-
du-Fort; and Dr. Mireur, of Marseilles. for his publications on public
hygiene, medicine, and demography. The M?!ge Prize (2400) has been
awarded to M. }itedcei ic Courmiiont for his work "The Cerebellum and
its Functions." The lallemanid Prize (272) has been divided between
Drs. Gilles de la Tourette and Cathelineau "for their important re-
searches on nutrition in hysteria," and Dr. F. Raymond, of Paris, for
his work on muscular atrophies and amyotrophic diseases. The
Montyon Prize in Physiology has been awarded to Dr. Bloch and Pro-
fessor A. Charpentier, of Nancy, "for the studies on the special senses
which they have for mlany years been carrying out separately." The
Lacaze Prize in Physiology (2400) has been awarded to Professor S.
Arloing, of Lyons, "for tbe number and importance of his physiological
researclies." The IPourat Prize (&72) for the best work on the functions
of the thyroidl body lhas been awarded to Dr. Gley, of Paris, who also
obtained the Martin-Dl mourette Prize (£56) " for a whole series of im-
portant pharmacologics 1 researches." The Montyon Prize for the best
work on Unhealthy Industries (2120) was divided between Dr. Grdhaut,
of Paris, for his rescarcl es on poisoning by coal gas, the heating of
houses, etc., Dr. Bay, and M. Brousset for useful inventions.

HONORARY DEGREES IN PUIlLIc HEALTH.
AJAX writes: An English premier thought it a good thing that the English
are not a logical people. Foreigners think us mad. We a-e certainly
odd, and in nothing more so than our so-called honorary distinctions.
If a great soldier wins a victory or a great traveller crosses " darkest
Africa " the great English universities and the Scotch ones hasten amid
the tomfoolery of the Sheldonian or the Senate House to dub him
doctor ci'iflis legis or utrittsque juris, always provided that the recipient
is entirely ignorant of law. Durham, in its evolution from a, fame due
to its "old maids and imustard," has passed through the stages of a
manufactory of a special brand of parson to the creation of an M.D. of
two sorts, a D.P.H. ditto, an honorary D.C.L., and finally an honorary
D. Hyg. (fearful as that formula looks and sounds). Doubtless these hono-
rary degrees are regulated by the above proviso. Can anything make
public health a greater chaos than it is with honorary D. Hyg. at one end
of the scale and the fifty odd cancelled diplomas of Glasgow at the other,
with high officials of the L.G.B. and Supervisors' Board, with large
salaries and pensions, competing for posts as lecturers and examiners
with the "poor and needy" medical officers of health who, without Pen-
sion or a salary out of which they can save anything, are debarred by
their county councils from receiving even the fees which they may earn
in a court of law as scientific experts? Tillthese and like anomalies are
set right and the qualification in public health granted by a one-portal
conjoint Government board sitting in London, Edinburgh. and Dublin,
we shall continue to witness such inauvauses plaisanteries as the honorary
D.Hyg., which looks like a new formula for calomel.

THE SPREAD OF DISEASE.
E. L. R.-The relation of pathogenic microbes to the environment, and
their power of surviving and retaining their virulence outside the ani-
mal body, are subjects which have engaged the attention of bacteriolo-
gists from the beginning of the study of bacteriology. The questions
involved are often of extreme complexity, and a great deal more in-
vestigation is needed investigation of a kind which is seriously hamp-
ered in this country by the so-called "Vivisection" Act. Sufficient is
known to make it plain that patlhogenic microbes vary very greatly in
their powxer of growing and livinig outside the body. Suelh a microbe
may be a saprophyte as a rule, and attack tlle animaI organism only as
a rare event in its existence. The best example of this is afforded by
the salmon disease Malaria probably, and influenza possibly. may be,
as our correspondent suggests, examples of diseases produced by
organisms which commonly flourish outside the body. The bacillus of
typhoid fever is undoubtedly capable of multiplying in an infusion at a
sufficiently high temperature. It is not improbable that it does multi-
ply readily in milk. Our correspondent will find some facts on this
head in an article on Autumnal Typhoid, published in the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL of November 21st, 1891. Other microbes, again, of
which the bacillus of anthrax may be taken as an example, do nbt grow
readily, under ordinary circumstances, outside the animal body, but
the spores are capable of retaining their vitality for long periods, and
of rosilting the action of desiccation, heat. and cold. The same re

ERRATUM.-In Mr. Leet's letter on the U.S. Bill to regulate the Carriage
of Passengers at Sea, 1892 (page 93), after the words " one hundred and
fifty cubic feet" add " per passenger."
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